The spreading of solid powder over a liquid surface is a prevalent phenomenon encountered in many industrial processes such as food and pharmaceutical processes.
Introduction
The spreading of liquids over solid surfaces is one of the most widely encountered phenomena in our daily life and also in technology. Its applications in technology range from laundry, lubrication, dyeing/printing to the pharmaceutical and food industries. Thermodynamic predictions of liquid spreading over solid surfaces have been developed for many of these applications [1] . The opposite phenomenon, i.e.
solid powder spreading over a liquid surface, is also seen in our daily life and in technology; this phenomenon has important implications in wet granulation [2] [3] [4] and food processing [5] and has attracted a number of investigations on the prediction of conditions under which solid powder can spread over a liquid surface.
In many cases when a drop of aqueous liquid is placed on a bed of hydrophobic powder, the powder particles do not spontaneously spread over the drop surface.
Instead, the liquid drop must be allowed to roll over the bed and pick up powder particles by contact to gain a full powder coverage and to form a liquid marble [6] .
McEleney et al. [7] showed that hydrophobised fine metal powders do not spread over water sessile drops unless the drops are allowed to roll over the powder bed. The same behaviour is seen for PTFE powder where the powder particles do not spread over water sessile drop (Figure 1 ).
However, there have been observations where hydrophobic powders spread over liquid sessile drops when the drops were placed on the powder bed gently without any rolling movement on the bed. In our laboratory, we observed that salicylic acid crystals can spread over sessile water drops (Figure 2 ). The spreading tendency of salicylic acid crystals over water was found to be highly sensitive to minute external disturbance. Slight kinetic energy (0.5cm impact height) of the water droplet can result in the crystals spreading over the water droplet.
Some published work explained the observed "spontaneous" powder spreading behaviour over liquid drops using the concept of favourable thermodynamic spreading coefficients [8] . The spreading coefficient criterion, which is based on the interfacial energetics of the solid-liquid interface, does not offer reliable prediction to the powder behaviours over liquid [9] . While it is obvious that phenomenon of powder spreading over liquid requires more extensive investigations, the purpose of this study is to provide a simple analysis of the spreading coefficient model by Rowe [8] and explain the problems associated with the original development of the model. The proposed spreading coefficient of solid over liquid ( S/L ) was derived to predict the spreading behaviour of powder over a liquid. The derivation of this model used an analogy of the thermodynamic spreading coefficient for a liquid spreading over a solid surface
following section)). The calculation of  S/L further considers the work of adhesion due to the polar and non-polar intermolecular interactions [10] as follows [8] :
It should be pointed out that although the derivation of equation (1) takes the form of the thermodynamic spreading coefficient, the intermolecular interactions described by Wu's approach [10] is empirical and their thermodynamic validity has not been proven. This criterion has been used by other authors to predict powder spreading over liquid [3, 11] . However, the physical validity of the criterion has not been thoroughly analysed in previous research. If the literature surface tension values for PTFE and water are substituted into Equation (1), a positive value for  S/L is obtained, suggesting that the spreading of PTFE over water would occur, whereas in fact the PTFE powder does not spread over water droplet at all [9] . The predictions made using the  S/L model do not agree with the experimental observations. The thermodynamic criterion for liquids to spread on solid surfaces has been well studied [1] . The spreading coefficient for liquid spreading over a solid ( L/S ) provides a thermodynamic prediction of whether such a process can occur spontaneously. The spreading of solid powder over a liquid surface, however, is a very different phenomenon compared to liquid spreading over solid. When a solid powder aggregate expands its apparent coverage over a liquid surface, the behaviour of the molecules in the powder particles is different from the behaviour of molecules of the liquid as they spread over a solid surface. For a hydrophobic powder, solid powder particles do not increase their surface area as they spread. Instead, powder aggregates merely disintegrate as they move towards the free liquid surface. The only change in this process is that a fraction of the solid powder surface becomes a solid/liquid interface.
This critical difference between the two spreading processes has not been addressed in sufficient detail previously. The model of solid powder spreading over a liquid surface using  S/L assumes these two spreading processes are similar and can be described by similar physics. It is necessary that the thermodynamics of the process of solid powder aggregate expansion over a liquid surface be studied in detail to allow a clear understanding of the free energy changes of the process and the thermodynamic implications. This analysis will verify the validity of the spreading coefficient  S/L as a criterion for the prediction of powder spreading over a liquid.
To do so we focus on changes in the solid and liquid interface before and after powder spreading over the liquid surface and clarify the correlations between these changes with the free energy changes of the surfaces and interface. Our analysis shows that the existing spreading coefficient is not valid and unable to predict the spreading of solid powder over liquid. Experiments were also presented to support this view.
Experimental
To observe the capacity for a powder to spread over a liquid surface, salicylic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, particle size distribution from 90μm to 2mm) and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, Sigma-Aldrich, average particle size = 100μm) were used as the hydrophobic powders for solid spreading. Distilled water was used as the bulk liquid phase. In experiments where powder spreads over liquid surface, Steven's method [5] was employed to observe the behaviour of the powder as it impacts on the liquid surface. In each experiment, approximately 0.15 to 0.25mL of powder was deposited on a Petri dish of water with the impact height kept constant at 2cm. The powder disintegration and spreading on the liquid surface was then captured using a digital camera. In experiments where liquid droplets were deposited on powder bed, water droplets were released onto the powder bed from a height of 0.5cm. The droplet surface coverage by the powders was examined. The degree of droplet surface coverage can be visually and unambiguously assessed when the images of the drops were captured using an optical microscope (Motic 2300 moticam) at a magnification of 11.25 times. The droplet volume was approximately 13μL.
Results and Discussion

Spreading coefficient and its thermodynamic foundation -liquid spreading over solid substrate
The spreading coefficient for a liquid over a solid or another immiscible liquid surface is used to predict whether or not the spreading of a liquid on either a solid surface or an immiscible liquid surface is spontaneous. The spreading coefficient for a liquid over a solid surface is thermodynamically defined as:
where  S ,  L and  SL are the interfacial energies of the solid, liquid and solid-liquid interfaces involved. The spreading coefficient in Equation (2) is also applicable to the spreading of a liquid over another immiscible and denser liquid when the subscripts are properly changed [1] . The spreading coefficient can also be written in the following form: [12] . Upon arriving at a pond on a windy day, Franklin deposited a teaspoon of olive oil onto the water surface in the pond and observed the formation of an oil film that covered approximately half an acre on the pond surface. This oil layer acted as lubricant against the wind, preventing waves being created on the pond surface.
The oil film appeared to be very thin and work carried out by Lord Rayleigh showed that the film of the olive oil on the water was one molecular thick (approximately 25 Å) [12] . A schematic diagram of the oil droplet before and after spreading is shown in Figure 3 .
The spontaneous increase in the oil/water interface forces the oil surface area to increase. This process brings oil molecules from the bulk of the drop onto the interface and the surface. A thermodynamic derivation taking the initial and final states may be presented as follows:
Where A is the surface area of the pond, a is the surface area of the teaspoonful of oil before it was deposited onto the water surface. Since A>>a, this equation can be written as
This derivation leads to the following equation,
Substituting literature values of surface tension of olive oil (32.5 mN/m,) [13] and interfacial tension of olive oil and water (23.6 mN/m) [14] into Equation (5) leads to a positive λ O/W (15.9 mN/m) which predicts that oil will spread over water. This result agrees with Franklin's experiment. Figure 4 shows the schematic of a small solid particle aggregate as it disintegrates and expands over liquid surface. We assume that solid particles are inert and do not dissolve in the liquid. The total surface area of the particles in the aggregate is much greater than the apparent outmost surface area defined by volume and the shape of the aggregate (Figure 4 ). This situation is very different to the teaspoonful of oil discussed above, where the surface area of the teaspoonful of oil equals exactly to the surface area of the volume that defines it (Figure 3 ).
"Spreading coefficient of solid particles over liquid surface"
When powder aggregates disintegrate and expand over the liquid surface, a fraction of the powder surface will be in contact with the liquid, establishing a solid/liquid interface. The other fraction will remain unchanged (Figure 4) . A solid particle will establish a solid/liquid area larger than the liquid area it displaces, depending on the wetting condition of the solid particle by the liquid as schematically shown in the simplified schematic diagram in Figure 5 . The ratio of the solid/liquid interface area and the liquid surface area it replaces (see Figure 5 ) is denoted by . Under the assumption that solid particles are spherical,
If the solid particle is not wettable by the liquid (i.e. contact angle  > 90˚),  would be in the range between 1 and 2. However, if surface roughness of the particles is considered,  will be larger than 1 but less than 2, due to the Cassie-Baxter effect [15] .
As the powder aggregates try to disintegrate, expand and cover the liquid surface, the inter-particle attraction forces must be overcome so that more solid particles can move and establish more particle/liquid interfaces. Since solid powder particles of micron size or larger [7] have very limited intimate contact at the molecular scale between them, the short range attraction forces between the particles due to the van der Waals interactions are therefore weak [16] , but they are responsible for holding the particles in the aggregates together. However, the inter-particle attraction forces bear no quantitative relationship to the solid surface free energy and cannot be described by the solid surface free energy. It is therefore incorrect to use the surface energy of the solid to define the work of cohesion between solid particles, such as in Equation (1).
If the powder spreading process over a liquid (Figure 4 ) is examined from a thermodynamic viewpoint, the initial and final states need to be defined. With the following assumptions, Figure 4 provides the initial and final states of the spreading process:
 The solid particles are hydrophobic and will not be fully wetted by the liquid and remain floating on liquid surface.
 The surface area of the particles does not change after contacting water.
 The surface tension of the liquid does not change when exposed to solid powder.
A liquid surface coverage fraction Φ is used to represent the fraction of the liquid surface that becomes covered by the solid powder after the powder spreads over the liquid surface. The total surface free energy of the initial state is ( S A S +  L A L ), and the total surface free energy of the final state is (
A L ] S ). The free energy change of the powder spreading process will then be:
where  is defined in Figure 5 . Equation (8) describes the free energy change between the final and initial states of the solid particle aggregates disintegrate and cover the liquid surface. Equation (9) further shows that only a fraction () of the liquid surface replaced by solid/liquid interface was responsible for free energy change. It is not possible for the thermodynamic relationship of Equation (1) to be derived from
Equations (8) and (9). This result indicates that the original considerations for the "spreading coefficient of solid over liquid ( S/L )" does not capture the physical process of powder spreading over a liquid phase and therefore is an incorrect parameter for predicting powder spreading over liquid surfaces.
Driving forces for solid particles to spread over liquid surface
McEleney et al. [7] has recently suggested that the Maragoni effect due to 
Conclusions
This study analysed and compared the spreading processes of liquid over a solid (or liquid over an immiscible liquid) and to solid particle aggregates over a liquid. These two processes are fundamentally different in their physical nature. Thermodynamic analysis of the two different spreading processes showed that the "spreading coefficient of solid over liquid" proposed previously [8] is invalid, as it does not capture the actual physical process. Other factors, including the Marangoni effect due to temperature and liquid surface tension gradients, are likely to be the more dominant driving forces which cause the initial movement of solid particles over the liquid surface. Further research efforts are required to identify and analyse powder spreading driving forces.
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